ACCELERATED BACHELORS

Integrated Science Program

The Integrated Science Program (ISP) (https://catalogs.northwestern.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/integrated-science/) is a highly selective undergraduate program of integrated science studies within Weinberg College. The curriculum provides a thorough and rigorous background in the major scientific disciplines and mathematics and offers special research opportunities. ISP can lead to a bachelor of arts degree from Weinberg College in three years or, after a fourth year at Northwestern, to a double major or an advanced degree. Students from the McCormick School of Engineering and Applied Sciences who have been admitted to ISP may complete Integrated Science as an additional major, but it does not accelerate completion of the bachelor of science degree. For information on applying to ISP, see Special Admission Programs (https://catalogs.northwestern.edu/undergraduate/admission/#specialadmissionprograms). For a description of the program, see the Integrated Science (https://catalogs.northwestern.edu/undergraduate/arts-sciences/integrated-science/) section of this catalog and isp.northwestern.edu.